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Sarah Raven is a gardener, writer and teacher.  
All the plants and collections we sell are carefully  

selected and trialled by Sarah, to guarantee  
fabulous, stylish and colourful combinations. 

for press requests, editorial opportunities  
and images please contact

grow, cook, eat, 
arrange

 
Listen: sarahraven.com/podcast



highlights from the Autumn 2021 range
catalogue out from 12th July

allow the wildlife in your garden to thrive

Our biggest range of roses ever, with a  
focus on vase life, a new colour combination 

of blush pink and peach, as seen in our 
NEW Marshmallow Collection.

Squirrel Proof  
Bird Feeder
By preventing 
squirrels, pigeons 
or crows from 
getting to the 
birdfeed, this is 
exclusively for 
smaller birds to 
feed.  
380110  £24.95

Hedgehog House 
Keep slugs at bay naturally by 
encouraging hedgehogs into your 
garden with our wicker house. 
380109  £27.95

Limonium ‘QIS Apricot’ and ‘QIS Pastel
The most sustainable thing to decorate your house 
through the winter which keep their colour permanently. 
153072  100 seeds £4.95

Helleborus niger ‘Snowdrift’ 
A brand new introduction 
for 2021. It is very exciting  
to be one of the first to 
be able to offer Snowdrift, 
a fully double pure white 
Christmas rose. 
201030  2L pot £15.95

Rosa ‘Inspiration’ 
Intensely coloured and 

perfumed, in a beautiful 
butterscotch orange  

520094  1 bare root £13.50 

The new Over Winter  
Peas collection  
Both varieties are hardy 
and perfect for over-winter 
protected sowings. 
201082-10
£9.95 for 5 of each ‘Meteor’ 
& ‘Douce Provence’

The new Scented  
Marshmallow Collection  
Our cutting roses were one of  
my main lockdown pleasures  
last summer, with this trio 
out-performing all others.  
520201  
3 x bare roots  
(1 of each) £49.50

new new

new

new
grow flowers for drying

a scented rose

new and exclusive

hardy 
vegetables  
to survive 
the winter



contact us 
to find out  
more about our  

AUTUMN  
2021
rangeCarien Crocus Collection 

Named after my Dutch garden designer friend, Carien van 
Boxtel, this wonderful crocus collection which kicks off a 
succession of naturalised bulbs in her lawn. 
261355  150 corms (25 of each) £34.50

New Coral Sand Tulip Collection  
This collection is bursting with sunshine, with 

some unique, newly bred tulip varieties.
261559  20 bulbs (5 of each) £15.50 

60 bulbs (15 of each) £33.95

Bulbs for Bowls Collection  
Our first February flowers: a scented crocus and 
ice blue scilla, looking their best crammed tightly 
into a pot for a table or plant theatre.
261464  
30 bulbs (15 of each) £13.95  
60 bulbs (30 of each) £24.50

Pink Moonlight Tulip Collection 
A silvery blushed beauty of a  
collection.
261567  
30 bulbs (10 of each) £20.95  
45 bulbs (15 of each) £29.50

Early Glow Tulip Collection 
This flowered all through spring  
lockdown, glowing in the early dawn. 
261562  
30 bulbs (10 of each) £24.50  
45 bulbs (15 of each) £34.50

our new tulip collections

add some naturalising 
bulbs to your garden – 

they’ll get better and 
better each year. 

newnew




